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Large Metal Storage Tool Cabinets 

Welcome to wholesale or customized large metal storage tool cabinets from CYJY at 

any time. We will provide you with factory discount prices for our products. CYJY is large 

metal storage tool cabinets manufacturers and suppliers in China.The High quality cold 

rolling steel material can make sure all tool chest in high quality.Every drawer can load 

60-80kg.Tool cabinet With wheels and locks for easy move and safe. The surface 

finished is powder coated is good for waterproof and anti-corrosion in any hostile 

environment.The Large Metal Storage Tool Cabinet is a very functional tool storage 

solution that improves organization and maneuverability in a variety of different settings, 

including garages, workshops, factories, and other industrial settings. 

 

 

 

Large Metal Storage Tool Cabinets 

You can rest assured to buy large metal storage tool 

cabinets from our factory and we will offer you the 

best after-sale service and timely delivery. The large 

metal storage tool cabinet is a high-capacity tool 

cabinet designed for storing and organizing tools 

and accessories. Constructed of cold-rolled steel, it 

is equipped with numerous drawers, cabinets and a 

tool-hanging rear wall for storing tools and 

accessories of all sizes and types. Other features 

can also be customized according to needs, such as 

locking function, dust-proof design and movable 

wheels, etc. Using a large metal storage tool cabinet 

can help keep tools and accessories neat and 

organized and increase productivity. 
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Large Metal Storage Tool Cabinets Specification: 

Size 1830x1800x650mm x3pcs 

Steel thickness 18gauge/1.2mm 

Lock Key lock 

Color Black/Blue/Red/Gray/Orange 

Handle Aluminum 

Material Cold rolled steel 

Caster 12pcs 5 inch PU caster 

Remark OEM&ODM are available 

Function Storage for tools 

Finished Powder coated 

Transport Package Films, Cartons, Pallet. 

Weight 625KG 
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When using a large metal storage tool cabinet, there are 

several considerations to pay attention to: 

1. Even weight distribution: When you put a lot of tools and accessories in the tool 

cabinet, make sure they are evenly distributed to avoid the tool cabinet tipping or 

becoming unbalanced. 

2. Regular maintenance: In order to ensure the normal operation of the tool cabinet and 

prolong its life, it is recommended to clean and maintain it regularly. It is important to note 

that metal surfaces are prone to rust and corrosion, so exposure to moisture or 

hazardous materials should be avoided. 

3. Don't overload: Large metal storage tool cabinets usually have a lot of capacity, but 

that doesn't mean you can overload them without limit. You should follow the maximum 

load capacity of your tool cabinet to avoid damage from excessive loading. 

4. Fixed placement: If your tool cabinet has movable wheels, please make sure to lock 

them when in use to avoid the tool cabinet from moving and tilting during use. 

In conclusion, keeping large metal storage tool cabinets clean and organized, regularly 

maintained, not overloaded, and strictly following safe operating procedures can prolong 

their lifespan and increase their efficiency. 
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